
Room to Grow 
The continued expansion of the Heritage Nursery was the headline of 2021. With support 
from the Richard King Mellon Foundation, the Roy A. Hunt Foundation, the Succop Family 
Foundation, Garden Club of Allegheny County, and the PA Department of Agriculture, the 
nursery has grown by an additional 20,000 square feet. The newly installed deer fencing, 
irrigation, and two hoop houses will enable our team to grow more trees to meet the needs 
of partners and our own tree distribution and planting programs.

The spring completion of the nursery pole barn and outdoor classroom provides volunteers, 
visitors, staff, and students with a covered space for working and learning. We also added 
horticulture and seed technicians to the staff that support the expansion and growth of our 
native tree stock.
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8,765 
Trees and Shrubs Sold 

10%
Increase Over 2020

20,000
Square Feet Expansion

300
Volunteers

Analyzing Tree Canopy Data
2020 LiDAR satellite imagery of the tree 
canopy was made available by FEMA and  
is now being analyzed in preparation for 
updating the Pittsburgh Urban Forest  
Master Plan. Specific attention will be  
given to equity to further analyze how  
the canopy is distributed and who has  
the greatest access to tree benefits.  
The analysis will help to shape programs  
and the distribution of resources moving 
forward. Thanks to the Richard King Mellon 
Foundation and PA DCNR for supporting  
this work.

ReLeaf Communities 
A grant from the Pittsburgh Foundation  
is supporting Tree Pittsburgh’s ReLeaf  
planning process in three neighborhoods:  
Lawrenceville, Manchester & Chateau,  
and Greater Hazelwood. The plans, which 
are neighborhood-level urban forest plans, 
engage the community in determining  
what they have and what they want to 
achieve in regards to their local trees and green spaces. Planning and project development 
includes community meetings and surveys, family education activities, and even tree adoptions. 

Nearly 300 trees were planted in these communities in 2021, and when the ReLeaf plans 
are complete, neighbors can work with Tree Pittsburgh and other partners to prioritize and 
implement projects.
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2021 marked Tree Pittsburgh’s 15th anniversary. It was a group of concerned citizens  
who came together and formed the organization after the 2006 City of Pittsburgh Street  
Tree Inventory exposed a tree canopy in severe decline. 

From that point on, the region’s citizens, government officials, corporations, and institutions  
continued to support Tree Pittsburgh’s mission, helping to grow the organization’s impact  
exponentially. Together, we’ve planted over 50,000 trees and distributed 12,000 trees to residents. 
More than 2,300 residents have graduated from our Tree Tender training program, and thousands 
have volunteered to plant and care for newly-planted trees. We established the Heritage Nursery 
where trees are grown from locally-sourced seeds, and we developed a five-acre riverfront  
campus where residents can come to learn and engage in environmental stewardship. We have 
accomplished so much because of local support.  

As the need for trees to mitigate the impact of climate change becomes greater and more urgent, 
we are confident that support and engagement will grow. Our team of passionate, dedicated 
professionals are committed to protecting and growing our tree canopy, prioritizing equity-seeking 
communities that need it the most.  

On behalf of everyone at Tree Pittsburgh—past and present — board, staff, interns, and volunteers 
—thank you for helping us to protect and grow our urban forest.

12,000
Trees Distributed

10,000
Volunteers Engaged

18,000
Students Engaged2006–2021

50,000
Trees Planted

18,000
Trees Pruned

50,000
Trees Grown



1,659 
Trees Planted 

598
Understory Shrubs Planted

2,218
Trees Adopted

418
Trees Pruned

541
Trees Mulched 

& Weeded

Tree Planting 
Highlights 

We wrapped up our anti- 
pollution project with the  
Allegheny County Health  
Department, planting 470  

trees to serve as bio-barriers  
in several environmental  
justice communities in  

the City. There were 387  
Dynegy-sponsored trees  

and shrubs planted  
throughout the city in  

targeted areas including  
the Hazelwood Greenway.

Partner Spotlight: Duquesne Light 
and Pittsburgh Pirates 
On Earth Day 2021, Duquesne Light Company, the Pittsburgh 
Pirates, and Tree Pittsburgh announced a joint initiative to 
plant one tree for every home run hit by the Pirates. In the 
fall, a total of 124 trees were planted across the city, many in 
and around schools and playgrounds with students pitching 
in to help. This Power Hitters Program continues in 2022 so 
be sure to cheer on the Bucs and know that each home run 
represents an opportunity to grow our urban forest.

Independent Tree Care  
and Volunteers 
Pandemic restrictions continued to  
hamper our large-scale volunteer  
events, but that didn’t stop individuals 
and small neighborhood groups from 
getting their hands dirty on behalf of our 
city’s trees. 

Our Independent Tree Care and Nursery Volunteers masked up  
and showed up to help us take care of young trees around the area 
and to keep our seedlings happy at the Heritage Nursery. Groups 
like the Lawrenceville Tree Tenders (and our Volunteer of the Year, 
Christine Brill) made the time to care for the trees and public  
spaces in their neighborhood.
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Tree Adoptions 
Our Tree Adoption program continued throughout  
2021 with a total of 2,218 trees being adopted 
by Pittsburgh residents and neighbors across 
Allegheny County. In addition to the core 
program, the Pittsburgh Foundation is 
funding targeted tree adoptions and  
climate change education in Environmental  
Justice communities. Corporate partners PA 
American Water, UPMC, and DICK’S Sporting 
Goods are also supporting employee and customer 
tree adoptions. Together, we’re working to grow our 
region’s tree canopy one yard at a time!

One Tree Per Child Pittsburgh 
In its fourth year of planting in the Pittsburgh area, the One Tree Per Child program has 
continued to expand to more Pittsburgh Public Schools (14 so far!) thanks to the Heinz 
Family Foundation. We are also partnering with schools throughout Allegheny County with 
the support of the Allegheny County Health Department Clean Air Fund. The team is also 
focused on engaging out-of-school organizations such as Oasis Farm and Maker’s Club 
House, Homewood Children’s Village, Hilltop Urban Farm, Casa San Jose, and Open Field 
International to collaborate on plantings across the city. A total of 1,074 trees were planted 
with 1,320 students in 2021, including several large balled and burlapped trees sponsored  
by the Pirates Power Hitters partnership.

Out and About with  
Tree Discovery Kits 
Despite pandemic delays, Tree Pittsburgh’s 
education team began delivering our free  
Tree Discovery Kits to schools and libraries 
in our region. The kits, supported by 
Pittsburgh Foundation Wishbook Donors, 
are filled with books, lesson plans, seed 
and bark samples, and tools to encourage 
outdoor exploration and education on the 
benefits of trees.

Urban Forest Tech Team 
With support from American Forests and the Arconic Foundation, 
Tree Pittsburgh hosted a paid work training program for individuals  
interested in the green jobs industry. The curriculum was built 
around real-world tree care work in an urban setting with an  
emphasis on tree planting, pruning, and maintenance. Dubbed  
the Urban Forest Tech Team, the participants also assisted in  
our Heritage Nursery and attended classroom lessons on safety 
protocols, pests and diseases, and potting and propagation.  
With staff support, the tech team pruned 418 young trees in  
the City of Pittsburgh!

Three participants graduated 
with a better understanding 
of urban tree care and career 
options in the field. One  
trainee was hired as a  
horticulture technician in  
our nursery. STEAM Outside  

@ Tree Pittsburgh 
With more than 5 acres of space, a forested 
trail, access to the Allegheny River, and 
hands-on activities at the Heritage Nursery, 
Tree Pittsburgh’s summer camp students 
had an unforgettable experience in 2021. 
Participants— including drop-in camp  
partners— got to propagate seeds, test  
water quality, plant trees, create art, and 
even learn to paddleboard thanks to a  
partnership with First Waves.

Our campus is a place where students of 
all ages can come, explore, and learn to be 
better stewards of the environment.

Congratulations! 
Congratulations to  
the 158 Tree Tender  
graduates in 2021! 

Together, they learned  
urban forestry practices, 
tree biology and health,  
basic tree identification, 

proper pruning,  
and maintenance.

158 
NEW GRADUATES 

IN 2021 

2,360
TOTAL TREE TENDERS 

SINCE 2007
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41
In-Person 

Classes

2,217
Total  

Participants

Thank You! 
Thanks to everyone who 

donated to our special 
campaign, we were able 

to retire the old Big Brown 
Truck and replace it with 
a new heavy-duty dump 

truck, now known as 
Marshmallow.

2,218
TREES WERE  

ADOPTED

Allegheny County  
Tree Adoptions 

Spring & Fall 2021


